
GREENER CHALLENGE:

As everyone should know, water is essential to the proper functioning of one’s body:
- Water helps you normalize your body temperature
- Water helps you cleanse your body as it drains away the toxins
- Water improves your circulation
- Increases your energy
- Supports muscle development
- Boost the immune system

Being aware of all the benefits water brings to your health is extremely important, however due
to the fact that we aren’t able to see and identify water's impacts in our body, some people are
still unaware of how important it is. To help us dimension water’s benefits, we can identify the
role water plays in daily lives especially on the things we see and experience the most.
Basically, we need water to create and enjoy absolutely every good and experience present in
our lives.

- We need water to wear our clothes
- We need water to create the tires of our bicycles, or cars, our motos, etc
- We need water for us to travel in most transportation methods
- We need waters to produce those technological devices that we are so addicted to
- We need water to enjoy our favorite foods and drinks
- We need water to develop toys, paper, and other utensils and entertainment products

It’s shocking to realize how much we underestimate the power of water. It’s shocking to perceive
that even when we acknowledge our enormous dependence on water, we still refuse to take
care of it. For most, it is common sense that water is needed for anything we see around us,
however we seem to ignore it, and thus, reminders like this article are fundamental for us to
actually dimension the danger of global warming and the gravity of water scarcity. Once you
understand that water’s presence in our lives is a matter of life or death, you are immediately
overwhelmed by the deepest feeling of fear and worry, especially when you know that we face
the risk of experiencing a future, complete, and definite drought.

After developing this reflection, it's a crime to watch how our oceans, ponds, lakes, and rivers
dry out without doing anything to help the issue. We are committed to implement small changes
in our daily lives to help in any way possible.

- Taking shorter showers, turning the sink off, using our washing machines less often will
definitely help us save more water

- Buying less clothes will also slow down the production of clothes, thus the consumption
of water




